In the preceding two papers (1, 2) we have described aberrant strains of rabbit fibroma virus, a virus which normally gives rise to fibroma-like growths at the site of inoculation in cottontail or domestic rabbits (3) . Those chiefly studied were derived from a growth in one cottontail rabbit (A); the strain in its original form is designated "original fibroma virus," fibromatous virus or OA strain. One of the atypical strains, first studied in England and designated as inflammatory virus or IA, produced only necrotic and inflammatory reactions on injection. The second was observed in America and called "changed virus;" the lesions produced by this in part resembled those of the original, in part those of the inflammatory strain. Similar changes were seen in the lesions produced by a virus originating from another cottontail growth (B strain), but they have not been as carefully studied.
Nature of the Changed Virus
Histologically, rabbit testes infected by the changed virus showed areas in which proliferation of fibroblast-like ceils dominated the picture, together with areas in which there was an acute inflammatory reaction with much lymphocytic and mononuclear infiltration. Lesions of the two types were at times seen side by side, at times more intimately mixed.
These appearances suggested that the changed virus represented a 179 mixture of original and inflammatory virus. This explanation is rendered highly probable by consideration of the following facts. 1. Pure IA virus was isolated from changed virus on one occasion by excising and subinoculating from isolated pocks on the skin of a rabbit infected with the changed strain. Attempts to obtain pure OA virus, and other attempts at recovering pure IA virus, were unsuccessful.
2. The behaviour of the changed virus was exactly duplicated by mixing together OA and IA virus and making passages from the mixture. In both series, the two strains were carried along side by side, neither supplanting the other, and in both the histological picture was variable, commonly of mixed character.
3. Passage of changed virus through cottontails appeared to favour a fibromatous component, for after cottontail passage the lesions became predominantly of fibromatous type. The inflammatory element was not, however, eliminated, for on transfer to domestic rabbits the virus after only a few passages once more gave rise to lesions of mixed character.
Nature and Origin of "Inflammatory" Virus
The occurrence of the IA virus, provoking only inflammatory lesions, may be explained in one of several ways. First, it might be another virus which became mixed with the original strain; this second virus might be of domestic rabbit or of cottontail origin. Against this view are so many facts that it can probably be ruled out. (a) No virus answering to the description of the IA strain has previously been described. (b) Not only is there cross-immunity between the OA and IA strains, but no quantitative differences between immune sera prepared against the two can be demonstrated. (c) The two strains resemble each other in the frequent production of generalised pocks on the skin 6 to 8 days after inoculation of a rabbit. There is further the unexplained fact that with both strains this generalisation has been noted in England, but not in America. (d) Both strains occasionally produce cytoplasmic inclusion bodies in the epithelial cells of the skin of the domestic rabbit. These inclusions are like those which the OA strain produces in the cottontail. (e) Both strains will infect cottontail and domestic rabbits but so far as is yet known, no other species of laboratory animal. (f) If a contamination of the OA strain with another virus occurred, a similar contamination of the B strain must also have taken place.
Secondly, it is possible also that the original cottontail rabbit material, obtained from the first naturally occurring case of fibromatosis, contained the two types of virus. This is unlikely because the virus bred true and produced characteristic subcutaneous fibromata for 17 serial passages in domestic rabbits. Not until the 18th transfer was there definite evidence that a change in the virus had taken place and all facts pointed to its being of sudden occurrence.
Thirdly, the inflammatory strain might be the result of gradual adaptation of the fibroma virus to existence in an abnormal host, the domestic rabbit. It is, however, difficult to believe that one strain of virus from the cottontail, when passaged in domestic rabbits in several series, should in one series retain its original character essentially unaltered and in another should change as a result of gradual adaptation to its new environment. Indeed, there is no evidence of gradualness; once the original virus had rather suddenly turned into changed virus, no further progressive modification in its properties occurred.
Fourthly, the inflammatory virus might be a variant or "mutant" of the original strain. The conditions suitable for such a mutation remain unknown, but if it were a rare event, it would not be surprising to find evidence of it in one series of passages through rabbits and not in another. Since the cottontail has been shown to favour the original as against the inflammatory strain, a mutant of the IA type occurring in this, its natural host, would probably be suppressed. Some tame rabbits have been shown to favour the development of the inflammatory virus and some the original strain; the fate of a mutant occurring in the tissues of the domestic rabbit would thus depend upon the reaction of the individual rabbits it encountered on its'first occurrence and in the course of subsequent passages. The isolation of pure IA virus from the material first sent to England may have depended upon some differential effect of the conditions of the journey on the two strains in a mixture, or possibly on the chance that the virus encountered in England a succession of rabbits favouring the variant race.
Mutation amongst Viruses
We have used the term mutation to imply a variation which is abrupt, discontinuous and inherited. We are aware that some writers restrict the term to variation in higher animals and plants in which the variation is associated with certain changes in chromosomes. A phenomenon corresponding to mutation doubtless occurs in living things of simpler organization, and students of bacteria and viruses are left, if they agree to this restriction, without a word with which to express their meaning. The matter is, however, complex and we do not wish a discussion on terminglogy to obscure our main point.
We believe that the facts recorded by us are best explained on the hypothesis that the inflammatory virus is a mutant of the original strain. It would be important to prove conclusively the occurrence of an abrupt change in a virus such as this. A'll virus workers are familiar with changes in the properties of a virus such as increase or decrease in virulence or adaptation to a strange host. It is not c~lear whether this is usually thought of as a gradual change, or not; in most instances it would not be easy to analyse the phenomenon experimentally. The fibroma virus affords an exceptional opportunity for studying the nature of the change, for two reasons; first, the change occurs in a single animal species, and, secondly, there is a striking qualitative and not merely quantitative difference between the reactions produced by the two strains of virus. The tentative conclusion that an abrupt, discontinuous change is responsible makes it worth considering whether such an explanation could not cover many known facts about virus diseases. Thus the highly infectious rabbit pox described by Greene (4) might very well be due to a mutant strain of vaccinia of rare occurrence. Other, less dramatic, changes in viruses might be associated with the gradual supplanting of the original by the variant form, though this variant might from the first have differed widely from its parent.
The matter has come to the fore lately in several different fields of virus work. Abrupt changes in the character of the mottling symptoms produced by viruses have been noted for instance in the mosaic diseases of plants. McKinney (5, 6) and Jensen (7) were able to isolate viruses producing yellow mosaics from plants infected with tobacco mosaic virus. McKinney stated that the association of yellow mosaic virus with ordinary tob-.cco mosaic might not constitute a contamination in the usual sense and suggested that the yellow mosaic virus might have arisen as the result of a mutation. Jensen proved that the viruses of yellow mosaics, many of which differed from each other, arose during multiplication of tobacco mosaic virus in infected plants. His carefully controlled experiments indicated that the yellow mosaic viruses originated from the tobacco mosaic virus and were not contaminations or viruses accidentally transmitted from some other plant. Price (8) found that tobacco plants infected with cucumber mosaic virus frequently developed bright yellow spots from which different but closely related yellow mosaic and necrotic type viruses could be isolated. He considered that his experiments indicated that strains of cucumber mosaic virus arose by mutation or a similar process in tobacco plants having the cucumber mosaic disease.
Asheshov and his coworkers (9) described "dissociation phenomena" amongst cholera bacteriophages which may be of the same nature.
Daubney (10) has used the term "mutation" to describe antigenic changes amongst strains of foot and mouth disease in East Mrica. Incidentally if a virus should "sport" antigenically as he describes and at the same time change so as to produce an unwonted type of reaction, as recorded in our papers, it would probably be thought to represent an entirely "new" virus. Findlay and Clarke (11) as a result of their studies on the reconversion of neurotropic yellow fever virus to the viscerotropic strain, are led to discuss this question, but they favour the view that there are intergrades between two extreme types of virus. They admit, however, that they cannot exclude the possibility that there are two distinct types of virus particles with different tissue affinities, present according to circumstances in different proportions.
The Nature of the Difference between the Fibromatous and Inflammatory Strains
The observations we have recorded have an important bearing on quite a different problem. Different viruses induce in the ceils they attack either necrosis or proliferation or both. The proliferation is most in evidence in the viruses causing tumours such as the fowl sarcomata and the rabbit papilloma. The fibroma virus is of special interest in that different strains of the same virus characteristically cause reactions of the two different types. There seems no doubt that the original virus acts by stimulating fibroblasts or their precursors to unwonted proliferation. It may be supposed, on the other hand, that the IA virus kills the ceils it attacks, and that the inflammatory reaction is secondary to this cell-death and analogous to that seen in many other virus infections; it has been mentioned that in the early lesions in testes infected with inflammatory virus, numerous necrotic cells are visible in the interstitial tissues. On this hypothesis, the OA virus attacks the cells less vigorously, causing them to proliferate but not killing them for some weeks, while the IA strain attacks with greater virulence or is met with a more violent response, so that rapid cell death results. An attempt was made to test this hypothesis by studying the effect of the two strains on cells growing in tissue cultures of rabbit testis (12) . Unfortunately, only the inflammatory strain was successfully grown in vitro and even then no changes in the tissues which could be regarded as specific were produced.
S~ARY

AND CONCLUSIONS
A strain of rabbit fibroma virus (changed virus) producing partly fibromatous, partly inflammatory, lesions is believed to represent a mixture of the original virus with a strain (inflammatory virus) causing only necrotic and inflammatory lesions. The inflammatory virus does not represent a contamination from without, but probably arose as a mutant from the original strain. The occurrence of mutation amongst viruses and the propriety of using the word in this field are briefly discussed. Consideration is also given to the nature of the change in the virus which leads to a tissue reaction so widely different from that produced by the original strain. 
